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Participant Training Manual 
 

A map-a-thon is a simple and easy way for everyday people to contribute something towards a 

disaster recovery effort from the comfort of their own computers. No special skills are needed – all 

you need is a computer and a mouse – no prior knowledge or experience with mapping is required.  

During the SSSI National Bushfire Recovery Map-a-thon we will be capturing burnt infrastructure 

data from high-resolution, very recent aerial imagery.  This information currently does not exist, and 

we have been working with State and Commonwealth agencies to understand priority data needs 

and understand what data needs to be captured to avoid duplication. More information is available 

on the SSSI website. 

The 2019-2020 megafires in Australia have burnt or are currently burning 18.6 million hectares (46 

million acres) as of January 14, 2020, with an estimated loss of over 1,000,000,000 mammals, birds 

and reptiles and possibly entire species having become extinct. More than 20 people have lost their 

lives, and over 2,000 homes, 48 facilities and 2,000 outbuildings have been lost in NSW alone, with 

reports of over 70 metre high flames at times. To provide global context, the 2019 Amazon 

Rainforest wildfires burnt 900,000 hectares, and the 2018 Californian wildfires burnt 800,000 

hectares.  

SSSI represents the Australian Geospatial Industry in a united effort to contribute to the bushfire 

recovery efforts, with this Map-a-thon representing meaningful local, national and international 

support for these bushfire recovery efforts.  

Surveying and spatial sciences come together as two sides of the same coin of all things related to 

location data (anything with coordinates, primarily on the Earth but also in space). The Surveying 

and Spatial Sciences Institute, SSSI, is the peak national body for all custodians of quality spatial data 

creation, storage, maintenance and use in Australia. SSSI exists to serve the evolving needs of this 

community, maintaining its rich heritage stretching back hundreds of years, in balance with adapting 

to new technologies as we move towards the fourth industrial revolution with changes in the way 

we work and the skills valued in the workplace.  

IMPORTANT:While the focus of the mapathon is on identifying burnt infrastructure, we encourage 

our mapathoners to use existing OSM data to update maps in other areas of Australia to support 

preparedness efforts.  Instructions for mapping features are available: 

1. Go to OpenStreetMap.org.   

2. Click on the EDIT button at the top of the screen. 

3. Select Edit with ID (in-house editor) 

4. New users are prompted with a walkthrough of OSM Mapping Tools. Take the tour.  

5. You can also start the Walkthrough by clicking on [?] button on the right-hand side of the 

screen.  Select ‘Start the Walkthrough'.  

The instructions below are for identifying and tagging buildings, the process can be used to tag other 

features such as Water Tanks, Vineyards, Orchards, Fences, Power Poles etc to help the community.  

We acknowledge the First Look imagery will not be appropriate for this purpose. 
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GETTING STARTED WITH OPEN STREET MAPS 

Step 1 – Go to the Hot Tasking Manager (https://tasks.hotosm.org). On the top right hand side, 

select the ‘Login’ button.  

 

 

Step 2 – On the login page, select ‘Register now’ to create your account, using either your email 

address or one of your existing social media platform accounts to create your HOTOSM User 

Account.  

 

  

https://tasks.hotosm.org/contribute?difficulty=ALL&text=SSSI
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THE MAPPING PROCESS 

Step 3 – Once logged in on the HOTOSM Tasking Manager, click the ‘Start Mapping’ or ‘Contribute’ 

button on the top left hand side to take you to a page where all of the available projects are shown. 

Here, type in ‘SSSI’ in the ‘Search’ box on the left hand side to come up with the SSSI projects you 

can work on.  

There will be 7 projects available for you to choose from - please select the one relevant to your 

face-to-face event if you are joining one of the 7 official events across Australia’s capital cities, or 

select whichever project most appeals to you if joining the mapathon remotely.  
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Step 4 – Once you have selected which of the 7 projects you would like to work on, click on the 
project to take you to the project’s page. Here, scroll down until you see the orange Map button at 
the very bottom and click this to begin. 
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Step 5 - At this point, you will be prompted to enter your email address. This is important so that you 

can be kept up-to-date during the mapathon with relevant notifications about what you’re doing, 

what others are doing and overall progress being made. Please take a moment to click the orange 

link that takes you to your profile so you can add in your email address.  

Once you have entered in your email address, you will be sent a verification email to your inbox - 

you will need to log in to your email account to click on the link in the verification email in order to 

complete this step successfully.  

  

 

Step 6 - After you have validated your email address, click on the ‘Contribute’ button on the top left 

hand side, search for your project again and select ‘Map’ at the bottom of the project page. You will 

then be able to see the grid of your selected project, with the ability to click on the cells of this grid.  

Light blue cells will be cells that your fellow mappers have already started work on and are locked 

down, unavailable for you to map. Dark blue cells will represent cells that you have already locked 

down, while white or ‘clear’ cells represent those for the taking - when you click on one of these, 

they get a yellow outline, and information about this cell is available on the left hand side of the 

screen next to the map. If you are unsure, you can click the ‘Option 2: Select A Random Task’ that 

will select a grid cell for you. 

 

Otherwise, Select the grid cell that you prefer (called a ‘tile’ that you want to work on and clock 

‘Start Mapping’). Your tile will now be locked down for you to work on for the next 2 hours or until 

you’re done, whichever occurs sooner.  
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Step 7 - Once you have selected your tile, you will be prompted to select the editor of your choice in 

the top left side of your screen - leave default selection as ‘iD Editor’ and then click the orange ‘Start 

Editor’ button.  
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Step 8 -  Your OpenStreetMaps (OSM) editing will now open up in a new tab. It is important to keep 

the Project tab open as you will need to use this to finish the mapping task. 

In your OSM tab, you will have the choice to complete a quick walk-through of how OSM works 

(which we advise you take if you have not used OSM before), or you can get started with editing 

straight away if you are familiar with how OSM works.  Please note that your selected tile comes up 

with a purple box around it on the OSM screen - please don’t map outside of this box boundary! 

 

Step 9 - Take a moment to familiarise yourself with the key tools for OSM: 

 

Along the top, you have the Inspect button on the far left, which lets you toggle the sidebar in and 

out of view. In the centre, you have the tools for adding in various spatial features (points, lines or 

polygons), and on the far right you have the tools to undo/redo and save.  

Along the right hand side, you have the zoom in and out buttons and the ‘zoom to my location’ 

button (which you likely won’t be using in this mapathon), underneath which are the ‘background’ 

button (which lets you choose from a suite of available background data that can assist you in your 

mapping), the ‘map data’ button (which you likely won’t be using in this mapathon unless familiar 

with GIS), the ‘issues’ button (which can alert you to any problems that come up as you map), the 

‘preferences’ button (which you likely won’t be using in this mapathon) and the ‘help’ button.  

Please remember to regularly save your work as you progress in the coming steps!  
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Step 10 - You’re now ready to capture infrastructure data in your tile area! 

By default, you will have current, medium resolution satellite imagery provided by Planet and 

Nearmap, which will show the most recent available imagery - this is what you will use to find burnt 

areas. 

On the panel along the right hand side, if you select the ‘Background’ button, you will be able to 

select from a range of other imagery options to view - please bear in mind that they may in some 

cases have higher resolution, but they will not be as current as the Planet data.  

You might find it easiest to zoom around your tile area in a methodical way until you find something 

that looks like a piece of infrastructure. Use the various imagery options available on the 

‘Background’ button to switch back and forth to compare the current image (Planet, or ‘custom’ at 

the bottom of the Background options) with other available imagery options. This comparison of the 

before and after state of the buildings will allow you to work out if the infrastructure has been 

affected by the fires (e.g. the roof is no longer shiny and reflecting light, so appearing white in the 

Planet imagery then it is likely not affected by the fires, but if it’s not, it likely is affected by the fires). 

The first few times this may take a little getting used to, but will quickly start to make sense and 

become more intuitive as you move through.  

 

The Esri Web Service that should be used in conjunction with OSM to provide additional imagery and 

reference layers can be accessed from http://arcg.is/r94PO. 

 

  

http://arcg.is/r94PO
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About the Imagery: 

The first place to start to assess if an area is affected by bushfires is the Planet Planetscope 

Basemaps – these are medium res (3m) but provide the best cadence and coverage. These should be 

used as a first look, comprehensive service but will not provide high detail. 

In certain areas, there  is imagery available from Airbus Services and Nearmap, which do not cover a 

large area but provide a much higher level of detail. Where this imagery is available it will provide 

the best resolution and should be used. 

 
An example of imagery from Nearmap 

For this mapathon, we have been extremely lucky to get the support we have from these imagery 

providers. Imagery is often taken for granted but it is the hardest and most important element for 

post-disaster response. Given the area we are looking to cover and the dates required for the 

imagery we are lucky to be able to start with Planet and have locations of Nearmap Airbus. It will be 

tricky to identify impacted buildings using just Planet but when this Mapathon was being organised, 

the only publicly-available dataset showing burn areas was Sentinel 10m imagery – we have had to 

rely on the generosity of the satellite imagery providers, which has taken a lot of negotiation, 

dedication, many late nights of hard work and a lot of time to organise. 
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Step 11 - Once you have identified a piece of infrastructure, create a building footprint for each 

respective building using the best imagery resolution available. Planet should be used for current 

data (i.e. to understand whether a building is likely affected by the fires or not), but other imagery 

may enable you to more accurately map footprints, so use these for this step. 

To create the building footprint, select ‘Area’ from the menu available at the top of the OSM screen 

or press no ‘3’ from your keyboard, and put dots around the edges of the building to trace its outline 

(single left click to start, left click around the edge of the building, and double click on the last dot to 

finish the boundary).  

 

Once you have drawn in a building footprint as an area, you will be prompted to select which sort of 

a feature it is (select ‘building’). You can also make your building a rectangular shape by pressing the 

‘Q’ button. 
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If the building is damaged, please mark it as such. Under ‘All Tags’, you will then be prompted to add 

descriptive tags: 

● The first Tag is set as ‘building’ as default 

● Add another tag, by selecting clicking the ‘+’ button 

● Select ‘damaged’ from the drop down list (if it does not immediately appear, start typing it in 

and it should appear) 

● Make an informed decision from the aerial imagery whether the piece of infrastructure is 

damaged.  

● Select or type in ‘yes’ to confirm the building is affected. 
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Step 12 - Once you have completed your first building in your selected tile, work your way through 

all remaining buildings in your tile.  

 

Step 13 - Remember to Save your progress along the way using the ‘Save’ button in the top right 

hand corner of your OSM window. The ‘Save’ window looks a bit like this - click ‘upload’ and then 

you can keep moving ahead with other buildings in your selected tile.  

Remember to add hashtags for: 

● Your project name, e.g. #SSSI_Bushfire_NSW_Wollemi    

● Your project’s code in OSM (you can find the project’s number in the original tab for 

HOTOSM), e.g. #hotosm-project-7893 

● #SSSI so we can keep track of all SSSI projects collectively 

● How you are participating, which will be ‘SSSI’ followed by an underscore and your location, 

i.e. either #SSSI_NSW, #SSSI_VIC, #SSSI_TAS, #SSSI_SA, #SSSI_QLD, #SSSI_ACT, #SSSI_WA or 

#SSSI_Intl 

● (not applicable to those participating remotely) If you are participating as part of a team 

(your team would have registered a team name as part of the registration process) please 

also provide your team name hashtag as well, e.g. #TeamAwesome 
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Step 14 - Once all building footprints have been digitised and tagged with a damaged category in 

your tile, save your work. Then, return to the project tab (the first tab you were working in before 

the OSM tab opened up) click the orange “Mark as completely mapped” button at the bottom of the 

screen.  

 

Step 15 - You’ve successfully completed your first tile! You can now repeat the process by selecting 

another tile to continue mapping.  

Please note that the validation of this mapping will be covered in future events, and is not covered 

as part of this mapathon - so don’t worry about the ‘Validate’ button. 

Enjoy mapping! 

 

 

 

 


